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 Join the ICI team and create immersive and lifelike characters with incredible details using an innovative software solution: the 2015 ESILICON Award Winner. We offer a unique opportunity to make a difference in the education sector. More than 15 years of experience, thousands of satisfied customers and successful implementation of end-to-end digital education solutions are just some of the
things that set us apart. Since 2008, we have supported the education sector in all parts of the world. Read our case studies to learn more about the projects we have implemented. We develop and produce 3D models for both offline and online use. We create highly detailed models for architecture, graphics design and game studios, but we also create more abstract models that can be used for

education. Our diverse experience across various industries enables us to always come up with new and innovative solutions for our customers. Read about our experience with: - Advertisement -Architectural -CAD -CGI -Creative -Design -Interactive -IT and Telecoms -Medical -Online Education -Product design and development -Retail -Virtual Reality -Learning -and more... First of all, this is an
Open Source project. It's amazing what we can do with Free Software when we want to. The fact that this project is open source also means that: We can't force you to pay us (no royalties); We can't make changes to this project without being asked (if you want a feature, just submit a patch); If you use this project, you have the right to change the source code to suit your needs (if you wish); You are

free to use the source code for any use you wish (including commercial); You are free to re-distribute this code under another license (but you can't just copy the entire source code and remove our name). Our sources are available from the SourceForge repository (from where you can also download the project) and they can be easily read from there. You can also clone the repository and get the
sources locally. The project can be installed on your local system or in a cloud environment such as AWS or GCP. If you have any questions regarding the project, feel free to contact us. We hope you find this project useful. The project isn't complete yet, but we will keep adding features to it. We would like to thank the sponsors for their continued support: All the people involved 82157476af
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